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Please check out our eBay auctions for more great. Page 2 New Page 1 New Page 1. A Tour of Your
Computer. Conserving Power. System Specifications. Solving Problems. This product incorporates
copyright protection technology that is protected by method claims of certain U.S. patents and. Page
4 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100. Back to
Contents Page. Page 5 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100Page 6 A Tour of Your Computer
Dell Inspiron 4100. Display Latch. This latch keeps the display closed. Display. The computer has.
Page 7 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100. Microphone. Record audio with the internal
microphone. Device Status LightsIf the. Page 10 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100PC
Card Slot. The. Page 11 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100. Right Side ViewPage 12 A
Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100. The infrared sensor lets you transfer files from your
computer to another. Page 13 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100. Modem Connector. To
use your computers internal modem, connect the telephone cable. Page 14 A Tour of Your Computer
Dell Inspiron 4100. Air VentPage 15 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100Page 16 A Tour of
Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100Page 17 A Tour of Your Computer Dell Inspiron 4100. AC Adapter
Connector. This connector attaches an AC adapter to the computer. Page 18 A Tour of Your
Computer Dell Inspiron 4100Battery Release Latch. Press the latch to remove a battery from the.
Page 20 Conserving Power Dell Inspiron 4100 Conserving Power Dell Inspiron 4100. Conserving
PowerWindows 2000Alarms TabPage 24 Conserving Power Dell Inspiron 4100. Power Meter Tab.
The Power Meter tab displays the current power source and amount of. Page 25 Conserving Power
Dell Inspiron 4100. Advanced Tab. The Advanced tab allows you toPage 26 Conserving Power Dell
Inspiron 4100Therefore, Intel. Page 28 Conserving Power Dell Inspiron
4100.http://www.buonomo.it/userfiles/infection-control-policy-and-procedure-manual-for-long-term-c
are.xml

1.0.

To change the Intel SpeedStep options, click the Advanced button and then click one of. Page 29
Conserving Power Dell Inspiron 4100. Click Apply to accept any changes, and then click OK to close
the Intel SpeedStep. Page 30 System Specifications Dell Inspiron 4100 System Specifications Dell
Inspiron 4100. System SpecificationsPC Card. CardBus controller Texas Instruments PCI 1420PC
Card connector two supports. Page 32 System Specifications Dell Inspiron 4100. Infrared sensor
compatible with IrDAAudio controller AC97. Stereo conversion 16bit analogtodigital
andInterfacesPage 34 System Specifications Dell Inspiron 4100. Keyboard. Number of keys 87 U.S.
and Canada; 88Key travel 2.7. Page 35 System Specifications Dell Inspiron 4100Physical. Height
36.8 mm 1.4 inches. Width 319.5 mm 12.5 inches. Depth 253.6 mm 9.9. Page 37 System
Specifications Dell Inspiron 4100. Back to Contents PageBack to Contents Page. Solving ProblemsTo
access help in Windows XPPage 40 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Check the battery status
light— If the battery status light flashes orange or is a. Page 41 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron
4100. A required.DLL file was not found— The program that you are trying to open. Page 42 Solving
Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Check the battery— If you are using a battery to power your computer,
the battery. Page 43 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Adjust the Windows display settings.
Windows XPPage 44 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. If you have a problem. Page 45 Solving
Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Ensure that the printer is turned on— See the documentation supplied
with the printer. Verify. Page 46 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Turn off call waiting
catchphone— See your telephone directory for instructions onPage 47 Solving Problems Dell
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Inspiron 4100External Keyboard ProblemsDisconnect the keyboard. Page 49 Solving Problems Dell
Inspiron 4100. Drive ProblemsPage 50 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron
4100.http://kuryakyn.ru/userfiles/infection-control-manual-2015.xml

Reinstall the drivePage 51 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Check the drive for errorsPage 52
Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Run ScanDisk. Windows XP and Windows 2000Page 53 Solving
Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. See the software documentation— Many software manufacturers
maintain websitesPage 54 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. If Your Computer Gets WetPage 55
Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100Reinstalling Drivers and Utilities. The Dell Drivers and Utilities
CD for your computer contains drivers. Page 57 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100For
installationPage 59 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100Page 60 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron
4100Page 61 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100. Windows 2000To resolve an operating system
problem, you can use System Restore from Safe Mode or. Page 63 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron
4100. Creating a Restore Point. Using the System Restore Wizard. In Windows XP, you can either.
Page 64 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100Page 65 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100.
Reinstalling Windows XP. Before reinstalling the Windows XP operating system to correct a. Page 66
Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100Page 67 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100Page 68 Solving
Problems Dell Inspiron 4100Page 69 Solving Problems Dell Inspiron 4100Back to Contents PageFor
a quick check of your computer, select Quick Tests from the Test.Confirming the System
Configuration Information. When you boot your computer from your Drivers. Page 76 System Setup
Program Dell Inspiron 4100 System Setup Program Dell Inspiron 4100. System Setup ProgramPage
78 System Setup Program Dell Inspiron 4100. The boot sequence tells the computer where to look to
find the software needed. Page 79 System Setup Program Dell Inspiron 4100If the infrared device
cannot communicate with. Page 80 Ports and Connector PinOuts Dell Inspiron 4100 Ports and
Connector PinOuts Dell Inspiron 4100. Ports and Connector PinOutsSerial Connector.

Use the 9pin serial connector to attach a serial device to. Page 82 Ports and Connector PinOuts Dell
Inspiron 4100The parallel connector can. Page 83 Ports and Connector PinOuts Dell Inspiron 4100.
Page 85 Ports and Connector PinOuts Dell Inspiron 4100. Page 86 Ports and Connector PinOuts Dell
Inspiron 4100. USB Connector. Use. Page 87 Ports and Connector PinOuts Dell Inspiron 4100SVideo
Composite Video. Pin Signal Pin SignalBack to Contents Page. Removing and Replacing PartsPage
91 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Screw Identification. When you are. Page 92
Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 93 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell
Inspiron 4100. Display Assembly to Top Cover DisplayFeed Flex CablePalm. Page 94 Removing and
Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100. Display LatchSystem Components. Exploded ViewPage 96
Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Palm Rest InsertsDisplay CoverPage 98 Removing
and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 101 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron
4100Page 102 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Removing the Memory. Page 104
Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 106 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell
Inspiron 4100Replacing the Mini. Page 107 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100.
Keyboard Assembly. Removing the KeyboardPage 108 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron
4100Page 109 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Align the keyboard boss support, fit
the.
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Page 112 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 113 Removing and Replacing Parts
Dell Inspiron 4100Page 115 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 121 Removing
and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Palm RestPage 122 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell
Inspiron 4100Page 124 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 125 Removing and
Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 126 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page
127 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 128 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell
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Inspiron 4100Page 129 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 130 Removing and
Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Removing the Speaker AssembliesPage 132 Removing and
Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 135 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100.
Removing the System Board. The system boards BIOS chip contains the service tag. Page 136
Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 138 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell
Inspiron 4100Page 139 Removing and Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Page 140 Removing and
Replacing Parts Dell Inspiron 4100Replacing the Battery and Module. Please do not offer the
downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need
registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact
your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf
reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These
free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera
turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX
browser. Translate this page Relevant NOTEBOOKPC forum topics Dell laptop Win7 XPre cserelese
Sziasztok! Most hoztak egy laptopot, hogy Windows7 helyett tegyek ra Windows XP, de nekem sp3as
van.

https://gitagasht.com/images/Country-Comfort-Wood-Stove-User-Manual.pdf

Ezzel kiakad ott amikor a lemezeket hozna fel, es nem tudok tovabb menni. Az volna a kerdesem,
hogy erdemes volna XPet rakni, vagy inkabb Win 7et. Ha XPet akkor milyen, es hogyan lehet
felrakni. Dell Latitude C610 Sziasztok! Olyan a problemam, hogy a laptopom az akksijat, csak kb
50szazalekig hajlando feltolteni. A toltoim elvileg jok, ramertem mind a kettore. Az akksim is jo,
mivel egy masik gepbe atrakva teljesen feltoltodik. Es utana el is ketyeg vagy masfel orat. Az akksit
kb 3 honapja vettem, es akkor is csak 98szazalekig totltotte, de nem foglalkoztam vele. Otlet Dell
latitude D505 BIOS HDD password eltavolitas. Sziaszto! Lenne egy Dell Latitude D505 ami
folyamatos keri a jelszot a ha bent van a winchester. Ha ki van veve akkor nem. Szoval ez olyan
mintha a vinyo lenne lejelszavazva. De csak a biosba belepeskor. Probaltam azt a megoldast, hogy a
24cXX eprom 3as es 6os labat kikapcsolt allapotban osszezarom majd inditas. Ahogy ezt egy ket
oldalon is neztem, de semmi valotzas. Szerintetek Esetleg valami mas megoldas Koszonom. Dell 45W
centerpines tolto; fesz OK, a gep nem azonositja MEGOLDVA. Udv! Adott egy Dell Inspiron 5558
tipusu gep, aminek a tapcsatijabol kitort az a muanyag darab, ami a pozitiv tapfeszt es a
toltoazonosito szalat elvalasztotta egymastol gondolom megrantottak a kabelt, es ennek
kovetkezteben a gep az akkut nem tolti, mivel nem tudja azonositani a toltot. Mukodik akkurol is,
meg toltorol is.utobbirol kicsit lassabban. A tapcsatit csereltem. A toltot szetszedtem, latni egy
egesnyomot a panelon, ahol egy vekony szall ellobbant. Az ID vezetek csatlakozasi pontja kornyeken
egy ellenallas, egy zener dioda es ket SOT23as tokozasu alkatresz van, ami kapcsolodik az
azonositashoz. Ezek kozul a dioda szakadt es az egyik SOT23as alkatresz zarlatos az ellenallas
tulelte, 15k. A rajtuk levo kod alapjan meg nem sikerult beazonositanom oket, hogy sima
tranzisztoroke, vagy az egyik egy egyszalasan kommunikalo chipe.

http://jerering.com/images/Country-Comfort-Wood-Stoves-Manual.pdf

A rajtuk levo kod BG1 es BYC o a zarlatos. Tudtok erre mondani valamit.You can write in English
language into the forum not only in Hungarian. And by having access to our ebooks online or by
storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Dell 4100 Manual. To get started
finding Dell 4100 Manual, you are right to find our website which has a comprehensive collection of
manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of
different products represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only
takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works for you. We have 55 Dell Diagrams, Schematics or
Service Manuals to choose from, all free to download.This Website contains a compilation of
information already available elsewhere on the internet and therefore considered to be in the public
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domain. We make every effort to ensure the information contained here is as accurate as possible,
but we will not be responsible for any errors or omissions, or anything resulting thereof. However,
we do not accept any liability for any loss, damage or inconvenience, of any kind, as a result of
downloading any information from this site. Always scan any information downloaded from the
internet with an up to date virus scanner before opening the downloaded information. Using the
online preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page where you will find the solution
to your problem with Dell INSPIRON 4100. To start viewing the user manual Dell INSPIRON 4100
on full screen, use the button Fullscreen. However, if you do not want to take up too much of your
disk space, you can always download it in the future from ManualsBase. The option to print the
manual has also been provided, and you can use it by clicking the link above Print the manual. You
do not have to print the entire manual Dell INSPIRON 4100 but the selected pages only. paper.

If you want to quickly view the content of pages found on the following pages of the manual, you can
use them. CAUTION A CAUTION indicates a potentiUse of this copyright protection technology must
be authorized by Macrovision Corporation, and is intended for home and other limited viewing uses
only unless otherwise authorized by Macrovision Corporation. Reverse engineering or disassembly is
prohibited. December 2001 Display The computer has a color LCD.Device Status Lights. The light
turns on when the computer is turned on. The light turns on when the computer reads or writes
data. The light turns on steadily or blinks when the computer is in a power management mode. It
also blinks to indicate battery charge status. If the computer is connected to an electrical outlet, the
light operates as follows. Flashing green Solid orange The battery charge is critically low. NOTICE
To avoid data loss, never turn off the computer while the light is flashing. Touch Pad Use the touch
pad and touch pad buttons as you would use a mouse.If the computer stops responding, press and
hold the power button until the computer turns off completely which may take several seconds.Hard
Drive The hard drive reads and writes data on a hard disk. Security Cable Slot This slot allows you to
attach a commercially available antitheft device to the computer. Instructions for installing antitheft
devices are usually included with the Audio Connectors Attach headphones or speakers to the
connector. Attach a microphone to the connector.For information on using the modem, see the
online modem documentation supplied with your computer. Network Connector To use your
computers integrated network adapter, use this connector to connect the computer to a network.
NOTICE The network connector is slightly larger than the modem connector. Do not plug a
telephone cable into the They may run most of the time or very seldom, depending on your use of the
computer.

Because the fans spin at a high rate of speed, they may make a noise. This noise is normal and does
not indicate a problem with the fans or the computer. The computer uses an internal fan to create
airflow through the vents, which prevents the computer from overheating. CAUTION DoYou can also
attach a floppy drive to this connector with the optional parallel connector caA docking device, or
APR, allows you to easily use external devices with your computer, such as an external keyboard,
mouse, or monitor. See the documentation that came with your docking device for additional
information. When you attach a keyThe AC adapter converts AC power to the DC power required by
the computer. You can connect the AC adapter with your computer turned either on or off.
CAUTION The AC adapter works with electrical outlets worldwide. However, power connectors and
power strips vary among countries. Using an incompatible cable or improperly connecting the cable
to the power strip or electriDocking Device Latch This latch connects the computer to an optional
docking device.When the AC adapter is attached, the battery is charged while the computer uses AC
power. Your batterys life expectancy is largely determined by the number of times it is charged, so
use an AC powe. If the instructions are not fully understood, installation should not be attempted.
Failure to follow the.Nowadays were delighted to announce we have found an extremely interesting
niche to be pointed out, that is briggs and stratton 550ex parts diagram. Many people looking for
information about briggs and stratton 550ex parts diagram and of. This typical circuit diagram of the



fuel pump circuit applies to the gasoline 1993, 1994, and 1995 Ford F150, F250, and F350 equipped
with a gasoline 4.9L, or a 5.0L, or a 5.8L engine and dual fuel tanks. NOTE You can find the 1996
FSeries Pick Up fuel pump circuit diagram here Fuel Pump Wiring Diagram 1996 F150, F250, F350.
More 4.9L, 5.0L, and 5.8L Ford Tutorials.

1991 Club Car Electric Wiring Diagram Motor Golf Cart. 1995 Club Car Battery Diagram Wiring
Diagram Schematics. Club Car Carryall Wiring Schematic For 1969 Club Car Brake. Club Car Golf
Cart Battery Charger 48 Volt Eric. 48 Volt Charger Wiring Schematic Catalogue Of Schemas. Club
Car Charger Wiring Diagram Power Drive 2 Schematics. Club Car Golf Cart Battery Charging Wiring
Diagram Wiring. PVC and Tape to look original; Terminals are soldered and sealed. IncludesDiagram
and every wire on the tractor except plug. WIRING DIAGRAM. 63 NOTE For complete overhaul and
testing information refer to GSS1052C. IH Part No. 1 014242 C91 T2T 00479 SPECI FICATIONS
GASOLINE TRACTOR Distributor Dwell Engine Point Opening Angle M471C 0.40 0.50 mm 550 61 0
.016 .020 inch Alternator Output I.H. Part No. Ground Volts Amps 1014220 C91 N 12 35 AH 2035 T2
Cranking Motor No. Product Diagram Category 5903700 Canoe, 13 Red 5903719 Canoe, 13 Green
5516 Canteen 5517 Canteen 511A700 Catalytic Heater 512700 Catalytic Heater. Suzuki 86
GSXR7501100 H Wiring Diagram. Suzuki 87 GSXR750H Parts Diagram2. Suzuki 88 GSXR1100
ManualSup.Please create a FREE ACCOUNT. Please upgrade your browser or activate Google
Chrome Frame to improve your experience. Maybe try one of the links below or a search.
Recommended alternatives Learn how to perform basic checks to identify why your computer is. If
you notice. Table of Contents Is. See Video Tutorials. Page Count 71 Conserving Power. System
Setup Program. Ports and Connector PinOuts. Removing and Replacing Parts. Hints, Notices, and
Cautions. HINT A HINT indicates important information that helps you make better use of your
computer. NOTICE A NOTICE indicates either potential damage to hardware or loss of data and tells
you how to avoid the problem. CAUTION A CAUTION indicates a potential for property damage,
personal injury, or death. Abbreviations and Acronyms. Information in this document is subject to
change without notice. All rights reserved.

Reproduction in any manner whatsoever without the written permission of Dell Computer
Corporation is strictly forbidden. Trademarks used in this text Dell, the DELL logo, Dell TravelLite,
Inspiron, and AccessDirect are trademarks of Dell Computer Corporation; Intel and Pentium are
registeredOther trademarks and trade names may be used in this document to refer to either the
entities claiming the marks and names or their products. Dell Computer CorporationThis product
incorporates copyright protection technology that is protected by method claims of certain U.S.
patents and other intellectual property rights owned by Macrovision. Corporation and other rights
owners. Use of this copyright protection technology must be authorized by Macrovision Corporation,
and is intended for home and other limitedReverse engineering or disassembly is prohibited.
December 2001 Rev. A01When to Use the Dell Diagnostics. Whenever a major component or device
in your computer does not function properly, you may have a component failure. If you are
experiencing a problemAs long as the microprocessor and the display, keyboard, and CD or DVD
drive are working, you can use the Dell Diagnostics. Running the Dell Diagnostics mayIf you are
experienced with computers and know what components you need to test, simply select the
appropriate diagnostic test groups or subtests. If. Features of the Dell Diagnostics. The Dell
Diagnostics helps you check your computer hardware without any additional equipment and without
destroying any data. By using the diagnostics,And if you find a problem you cannot solve by yourself,
the diagnostic tests can provide you withIf you are experiencing a problem with your computer, Dell.
NOTICE Use the Dell Diagnostics to test only your Dell computer.

Using this program with other computers may cause incorrect computer responses orThe diagnostic
test groups or subtests also have these helpful featuresOptions that let you perform quick checks or
extensive tests on one or all devicesAn option that allows you to choose the number of times a test



group or subtest is repeatedThe ability to display test results or to save them in a fileOptions to
temporarily suspend testing if an error is detected, or to terminate testing when an adjustable error
limit is reachedExtensive online Help screens that describe the tests and how to run themStatus
messages that inform you whether test groups or subtests were completed successfullyError
messages that appear if any problems are detected. Starting the Dell Diagnostics. Before you can
start the Dell Diagnostics, reset your boot sequence and boot from the Drivers and Utilities CD for
your computer. NOTE You can only boot from a CD, CDRW, or DVD drive installed as a fixed drive.
You cannot boot from a drive installed in the modular bay.Then insert the Drivers and Utilities CD
intoThe computer restarts and runs the Dell Diagnostics.When you start the diagnostics, the Dell
logo screen appears, followed by a message telling you that the diagnostics is loading. After the
diagnostics loads,To select an option from this menu, highlight the option and pressDiagnostics
MenuFunction. Test All Devices. Performs extensive diagnostic tests or quick diagnostic tests on all
devices. Test One Device. Performs extensive diagnostic tests or quick diagnostic tests on one device
after you select it from a list of device groups. After youAdvanced Testing. Allows you to modify the
parameters of a test and select a group of tests to perform. You can access online Help for more
informationInformation and. Results. Provides test results, test errors, version numbers of the
subtests used by the Dell Diagnostics, and additional help on the Dell. Diagnostics. Program Options.

Allows you to change the settings of the Dell Diagnostics. Exit to MSDOS. For a quick check of your
computer, select Quick Tests from the Test All Devices or Test One Device option. Quick Tests runs
only the subtests that do notDell recommends that you choose Quick Tests first to increase the odds
of tracing the sourceFor a thorough check of your computer, select Extended Tests from the Test All
Devices option. To check a particular area of your computer, select Extended Tests from the Test
One Device option, or select the Advanced Testing option to customize yourAdvanced Testing. When
you select Advanced Testing from the Diagnostics Menu, the following screen appears, listing the
diagnostic test device groups and devices of thePress the arrow keys orAdvanced Testing Main
Screen. HINT The test groups reflect the configuration of your computer. Information in the
Advanced Testing screen is presented as followsOn the left side of the screen, the Device Groups
area lists the diagnostic test groups in the order they will run if you select All from the Run testsOn
the right side of the screen, the Devices for Highlighted Group area lists the computers currently
detected hardware and some of the relevantThe first line lists the categories you can select;The
second line gives information about the category currently highlighted. Advanced Testing Help
Menu. For more information on using the Advanced Testing optionAdvanced Testing Help
CategoriesCategory. Description. Menu. Provides descriptions of the main menu screen area, the
device groups, and the different diagnostic menus and commands and instructions onKeys. Explains
the functions of all the keystrokes that can be used in the Dell Diagnostics. DeviceDescribes the test
group that is presently highlighted in the Device Groups list on the main menu screen. It also
provides reasoning for usingDevice. Describes the function and purpose of the highlighted device in
the Device Groups list.

For example, the following information appears whenDiskette. Drive A. The diskette disk drive
device reads and writes data to and from diskettes. Diskettes are flexible recording media,
sometimesDiskette recording capacities are small and access times are slow relative to hard disk
drives, butTest. Provides a thorough explanation of the test procedure of each highlighted test group
subtest. An example of the Diskette subtest floppy drive. Seek Test is as follows. Diskette. Drive A
floppy drive Seek Test. The test operates in two passes first, seeking from theVersions. Lists the
version numbers of the subtests that are used by the Dell Diagnostics. Confirming the System
Configuration Information. When you boot your computer from your Drivers and Utilities CD, the
diagnostics checks your system configuration information and displays it in the Device. Groups area
on the main menu screen. The following sources supply this configuration information for the
diagnosticsThe system configuration information settings stored in NVRAM that you selected while



using the system setup programIdentification tests of the microprocessor, the video controller, the
keyboard controller, and other key componentsBIOS configuration information temporarily saved in
RAM. Do not be concerned if the Device Groups area does not list the names of all the components
or devices you know are part of your computer. For example,Instead, the printer is listed as a
parallel port. The computerBack to Contents PagePorts and Connector PinOutsPort LocationsUse
the 9pin serial connector to attach a serial device to the computer. The serial connector passes data
in serial format 1 bit at a time over one line. ThisIf you reconfigure your hardware, you may need
pinPinFrame groundUse the 25hole parallel connector to attach a parallel device to the computer.
The parallel connector is used primarily for printers.

The parallel connectorSupport for the EPP feature improves network adapter performanceIf you
reconfigure your hardware, you may need pin number and signal information for the parallel
connector.Ground signal. Shell. Frame ground. Docking Connector. Use this connector to attach
your computer to the optional docking device.Pin. Signal. PinPinSignalChassis ground. Use the USB
connector to attach one or more USB devices, such as a mouse, to the computer. USB is a peripheral
standard that enables automatic detectionDefinitionVideo Connector. Use the 15pin video connector
to attach an external monitor to the computer. If the image does not appear on the monitor
immediately, pressSignalFrame ground. SVideo TVOut Connector. Use this connector on the right
side of the computer to connect your computer to a television.Composite Video. Pin Signal. Pin.
SignalConserving PowerConservation TipsYou automatically conserve battery power each time you
attach your computer to an electrical outlet. When the AC adapter is attached, the battery isYour
batterys life expectancy is largely determined by the number of times it is charged, so use an
ACWhen the computer is using battery power, remove the PC Cards that you are not using.When
possible, attach your computer to an electrical outlet when you play CDs and DVDs. Playing a CD or
DVD uses a lot of battery power.Place the computer in standby mode or hibernate mode when you
leave the computer unattended for long periods of time. Power Conservation Modes. Standby Mode.
Standby mode conserves power by turning off the display and the hard drive after a predetermined
period of inactivity a timeout.
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